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Abstract
Nonnegative linear systems, which have traditionally been investigated within the state-
space framework, are in this paper introduced and analyzed by means of the behavioral
approach. Starting from certain definitions and results presented in a recent paper [J.W. Nie-
uwenhuis, Systems Control Lett. 1 (1982) 283], we have explored the general autonomous
case, by deriving an extended set of necessary and sufficient conditions for an autonomous
behavior to be nonnegative. In the scalar case, in particular, necessary conditions for nonneg-
ativity, which refer to the set of zeros of any polynomial involved in the kernel description of
the behavior, have been provided. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Autonomous behavior; Most powerful unfalsified model (MPUM); Nonnegative behavior;
State-space realization; Proper cones left invariant by a linear transformation
1. Introduction
Since the early 1970s positive linear systems have attracted the interest of sev-
eral researchers. Even though many issues have been addressed and solved in this
context, most of the attention has been devoted to two specific problems: positive
controllability/reachability [3–5,16] and positive realization [1,6,11]. Concrete ap-
plications of these apparently abstract problems can be found in various fields, like
econometric, bioengineering, chemistry and, generally speaking, in every context
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where the variables involved are intrinsically nonnegative. A fundamental reference
for the elementary definitions and results of positive system theory, as well as a
good source of examples where positive system modeling mostly finds interesting
applications is [10]. A very good and recent reference is [7].
In the last decade, the behavioral approach to dynamic systems [14] has received
an increasingly broader acceptance, within the control community, as a natural frame-
work where most of the results of classic (linear time-invariant) system theory can be
recasted and further extended. Quite recently, there has been an attempt to develop,
within this framework, a general theory of positive linear system. In a very nice paper
[13], Nieuwenhuis has first introduced the notion of nonnegative discrete behavior
(whose trajectories are defined on the time axis ZC), based to the notion of most
powerful unfalsified behavior [8,18], and later given some preliminary results, most-
ly concerned with behaviors which are one-dimensional (namely, with trajectories
in .R/ZC) and autonomous, or two-dimensional (with trajectories in .R2/ZC) and
controllable.
The aim of this contribution is that of extending some of these results to the gen-
eral autonomous case, and provide an exhaustive characterization of nonnegativity
for autonomous behaviors. To this end, we will introduce some new entities, like the
“positive part” of a behavior (namely, the set of all nonnegative trajectories belonging
to the behavior) and the set of initial conditions, to which correspond, by means of a
minimal realization, all the nonnegative trajectories in the behavior.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes up the basic definitions
and results about (linear, left shift-invariant, complete) behaviors, whose trajectories
are defined on ZC and take values in Rq . Also, the fundamental definitions required
to introduce positive behaviors are recalled. In Section 3, the nonnegativity property
for autonomous systems, in the behavioral approach, is investigated, and necessary
and sufficient conditions for an autonomous behavior to be nonnegative are derived.
Section 4 provides an interesting set of results about nonnegativity which specifically
hold in the scalar autonomous case.
Throughout the paper we let RnC denote the nonnegative orthant, namely, the set
of nonnegative vectors in the n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn. A set K  Rn
is said to be a cone if all finite nonnegative linear combinations of elements of
K belong to K. A cone K is convex if it contains, with any two points, the
line segment between them, namely, v1 C .1 − /v2 2K for every  2 T0; 1U and
every pair of vectors v1 and v2 in K. A convex cone K is solid if it contains an
open set (a ball) of Rn, and it is pointed if K \ f−Kg D f0g. A closed, pointed,
solid convex cone is called a proper cone. A cone K is said to be polyhedral if
it can be expressed as the set of nonnegative linear combinations of a finite set of
generating vectors. This amounts to saying that a positive integer r and r vectors
in Rn, v1; v2; : : : ; vr , can be found, such that K coincides with the set of non-
negative combinations of v1; v2; : : : ; vr . In this case, we adopt the notation K VD
Cone.v1; v2; : : : ; vr /. The extension of this notation to the case when the vectors vi
are replaced by matrices is immediate. Also, the extensions of the previous defini-
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tions to an arbitrary real vector space, on which it has been introduced some topology,
are straightforward.
If A is an n  n real matrix, we denote by .A/ its spectrum and by .A/ its
spectral radius, i.e., .A/ VD maxfjj:  2 .A/g. For every  2 .A/, the degree
of  in A, deg , is the size of the largest diagonal block in the Jordan canonical form
of A which contains  (i.e., the multiplicity of  as a zero of the minimal polynomial
of A).
Given A 2 Rnn and a coneK  Rn, we say that A leavesK invariant (K is A
invariant) if AK K. If A D Taij U is a matrix (in particular, a vector), we write:
 A > 0 (A nonnegative) if aij > 0 for all i; j ;
 A > 0 (A nonzero nonnegative) if aij > 0 for all i; j , and ahk > 0 for at least one
pair .h; k/;
 A  0 (A positive) if aij > 0 for all i; j .
In this paper, all (discrete) sequences will be defined on the set ZC of nonnegative
integers. The right (forward) and the left (backward) shift operators on .Rq/ZC , the
set of sequences defined on ZC and taking values in Rq , are defined as
 V .Rq/ZC ! .Rq/ZC V .v0; v1; v2; : : :/ 7! .0; v0; v1; : : :/;
 V .Rq/ZC ! .Rq/ZC V .v0; v1; v2; : : :/ 7! .v1; v2; v3; : : :/:
As we will deal with sets of sequences (our behaviors) which are left shift-invari-
ant, we can restrict our attention to the left shift operator  . For every positive integer
i, the ith power of  is naturally defined by composition as  i D         
(i times).
Also, we can further extend the set of shift operators. Indeed, to every poly-
nomial matrix R.z/ D PLiD0 Rizi 2 RTzUpq we can associate the polynomial
matrix operator R./ D PLiD0 Ri i (from .Rq/ZC to .Rp/ZC), mapping every se-
quence fw.t/gt2ZC into the sequence fR./w.t/gt2ZC , where R./w.t/ D R0w.t/ C
R1w.t C 1/ C    C RLw.t C L/, for every t 2 ZC. It can be proved that R./ de-
scribes an injective map if and only if R is a right prime matrix, and a surjective map
if and only if R is of full row rank.
2. Identifiability issues and nonnegativity property for a complete behavior
Before proceeding, it is convenient to briefly summarize some basic definitions
and results about behaviors whose trajectories have support in ZC. Further details on
the subject can be found in [13,15,17].
In this paper, by a dynamic system we mean a triple R D .ZC; Rq;B/, where ZC
represents the time set, Rq the signal alphabet, namely, the set where the system
trajectories take values, and B  .Rq/ZC is the behavior, namely, the set of trajec-
tories which are compatible with the system laws. A behavior B  .Rq/ZC is said
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to be linear if it is a vector subspace (over R) of .Rq/ZC , and left shift-invariant if
B  B. A linear left shift-invariant behavior B  .Rq/ZC is complete if for every
sequence Qw 2 .Rq /ZC , the condition QwjS 2 BjS for every finite setS  ZC implies
Qw 2 B, where QwjS denotes the restriction to S of the trajectory Qw and BjS the set
of all restrictions toS of behavior trajectories.
Linear left shift-invariant complete behaviors are kernels of polynomial matri-
ces in the left shift operator  , which amounts to saying that the trajectories w D
fw.t/gt2ZC of B can be identified with the set of solutions in .Rq/ZC of a system of
difference equations
R0w.t/ C R1w.t C 1/ C    C RLw.t C L/ D 0; t 2 ZC; (2.1)
with Ri 2 Rpq , and hence described by the equation
R./w D 0; (2.2)
where R.z/ VD PLiD0 Rizi belongs to RTzUpq . In the sequel, a behavior B described
as in (2.2) will be denoted, for short, as B D ker.R.//. Also, we will restrict our
attention to linear, left shift-invariant and complete behaviors B  .Rq/ZC , and refer
to them simply as behaviors.
Definition 2.1. A behavior B  .Rq/ZC is said to be autonomous if there exists
m 2 ZC such that if w1; w2 2 B and w1jT0;mU D w2jT0;mU, then w1 D w2.
As is well known, a behavior B D ker.R.//, with R 2 RTzUpq , is autonomous
if and only if it is a finite-dimensional vector subspace of .Rq/ZC , or, equivalently, if
and only if R has full column rank q [17].
We now address certain identifiability issues which are fundamental in order to
introduce the notion of positive behavior. Such concepts are only marginally touched
upon here. For further details we refer the interested reader to [8,13].
Definition 2.2. Let w1; w2; : : : ; wm be m trajectories in .Rq/ZC . A behavior B 
.Rq/ZC is said to be the most powerful unfalsified (model) behavior (MPUM) ex-
plaining w1; w2; : : : ; wm, if
 w1; w2; : : : ; wm belong to B, and
 for any other behavior NB having w1; w2; : : : ; wm among its trajectories, we have
B  NB.
For every choice of the trajectories w1; w2; : : : ; wm, the MPUM explaining
w1; w2; : : : ; wm, denoted by B.w1; w2; : : : ; wm/, exists and represents the smallest
(linear left shift-invariant and complete) behavior including w1; w2; : : : ; wm.
A behavior B  .Rq/ZC is said to be identifiable if there exists a finite number
of its trajectories, say w1; w2; : : : ; wm, such that B  B.w1; w2; : : : ; wm/: Under
the linearity, left shift-invariance and completeness assumptions we steadily adopt,
every behavior is, indeed, identifiable.
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By resorting to the notion of identifiability, Nieuwenhuis proposed in [13] the
following definition of nonnegative behavior.
Definition 2.3. A behavior B  .Rq/ZC is said to be nonnegative if there exist m 2
N and nonnegative trajectories w1; w2; : : : ; wm such that B  B.w1; w2; : : : ; wm/:
3. Nonnegative autonomous behaviors
Among the basic properties an autonomous behavior is endowed with, a major role
willbeplayed in thispaperby the fact that everyautonomousbehavior canbe“realized”
by means of a state-space model [18]. Indeed, if B  .Rq/ZC is an autonomous
behavior, then there exist n 2 N and real matrices A 2 Rnn and C 2 Rqn such that
B D w 2 .Rq /ZC : 9x.0/ s:t: x.t C 1/ D Ax.t/; w.t/ D Cx.t/; t 2 ZC} :
The pair .A;C/ is an n-dimensional realization of B. Those realizations of B for
which n is minimal are called minimal.
By referring to a minimal realization of B, we can provide an efficient character-
izations of those finite sets of trajectories, say fw1; w2; : : : ; wmg, which allow us to
uniquely identify the behavior B, by this meaning that B is the MPUM explaining
such sets.
Lemma 3.1. Let B  .Rq/ZC be an autonomous behavior, and let .A;C/ be an
n-dimensional and minimal realization of B. Let wi ; i D 1; 2; : : : ;m; denote the
trajectory of B obtained corresponding to the initial condition x.0/ D xi0; and set
X0 VD Tx10 j x20 j    j xm0 U. The following facts are equivalent:
(i) B D B.w1; w2; : : : ; wm/I
(ii) .A;X0/ is a reachable pair.
Proof. (ii) ) (i) Assume, first, that .A;X0/ is a reachable pair, and hence
rankTX0 j AX0 j    j An−1X0U D n. As wi is a trajectory of B, i D 1; 2; : : : ;m;
it is immediately seen that B.w1; w2; : : : ; wm/  B. We aim to prove the opposite
inclusion. To this end, consider the infinite-dimensional Hankel matrix associated
with the m sequences:
H
(
w1; w2; : : : ; wm

D
2
666664
w1.0/    wm.0/ w1.1/    wm.1/ w1.2/    wm.2/   
w1.1/    wm.1/ w1.2/    wm.2/ w1.3/    wm.3/   
w1.2/    wm.2/ w1.3/    wm.3/ w1.4/    wm.4/   
:::
:::
:::
.
.
.
3
777775
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D
2
666664
CX0 CAX0 CA2X0   
CAX0 CA2X0 CA3X0   
CA2X0 CA3X0 CA4X0   
         . . .
3
777775
D
2
66664
C
CA
CA2
:::
3
77775

X0 j AX0 j A2X0 j   

:
Since .A;C/ is a minimal realization of B, the pair .A;C/ is observable, and hence
rank
2
66664
C
CA
CA2
:::
3
77775 D n:
We aim to resort to Algorithm 3 in [19, pp. 679, 680] to explicitly construct, from
the above Hankel matrix, the behavior B.w1; w2; : : : ; wm/. We then will show that
B.w1; w2; : : : ; wm/  B, and hence conclude the proof.
LetHt .w1; w2; : : : ; wm/ denote the truncation ofH.w1; w2; : : : ; wm/, consist-
ing of its first .t C 1/q rows (equivalently, its first .t C 1/ block rows). As
min
n
t: rankHt
(
w1; w2; : : : ; wm
− rankHt−1(w1; w2; : : : ; wm
D rankHtCi
(
w1; w2; : : : ; wm
− rankHtCi−1(w1; w2; : : : ; wm
8 i > 0
o
6 n;
we can consider
Hn
(
w1; w2; : : : ; wm
 D
2
6666664
C
CA
CA2
:::
CAn
3
7777775

X0 j AX0 j A2X0 j    j AnX0

: (3.1)
If TR0 R1 R2    RnU is a real matrix whose rows constitute a basis of the
orthogonal complement of the (vector subspace generated by the) columns of
Hn.w
1; w2; : : : ; wm/, then it has been shown [19] that the polynomial matrix
R.z/ VD R0 C R1z C R2z2 C    C Rnzn
provides a kernel description of the MPUM for the set of trajectories fw1; w2; : : : ;
wmg. This amounts to saying that ker.R.// D B.w1; w2; : : : ; wm/: Of course, by
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(3.1), TR0 R1 R2    RnU has rows which constitute a basis of the orthogonal
complement of the columns of2
6666664
C
CA
CA2
:::
CAn
3
7777775
:
Since every trajectory w in B can be expressed as w.t/ D CAtx0, for some suitable
x0 2 Rn, it follows that, for every t 2 ZC,
R./w.t/D
nX
iD0
Riw.t C i/
D
nX
iD0
RiCA
tCix0
DR0 j R1 j R2 j    j Rn
2
6666664
C
CA
CA2
:::
CAn
3
7777775
Atx0
D0:
This ensures that B  ker.R.// D B.w1; w2; : : : ; wm/, thus completing this
part of the proof.
(i) ) (ii) Assume, now, that B D B.w1; w2; : : : ; wm/. If the pair .A;X0/ would
not be a reachable one, then ‘ vectors xi0 2 Rn, i D m C 1;m C 2; : : : ;m C ‘; could
be found, both constituting a linearly independent set and linearly independent from
x10; x
2
0; : : : ; x
m
0 , such that .A; NX0/ is a reachable pair, where
NX0 VD

X0 j xmC10 j xmC20 j    j xmC‘0

:
If wi is the behavior trajectory, generated from the initial condition xi0, i D m C
1; : : : ;m C ‘; then, by the previous part of the proof, B D B.w1; : : : ; wm; wmC1;
: : : ; wmC‘/: On the other hand, as the ‘ vectors xmC10 ; : : : ; x
mC‘
0 are linearly inde-
pendent from x10; x
2
0; : : : ; x
m
0 , it follows that also the trajectories wmC1; : : : ; wmC‘
are linearly independent from w1; w2; : : : ; wm. This implies
B D B(w1; : : : ; wm; wmC1; : : : ; wmC‘  B(w1; : : : ; wm D B;
a contradiction. 
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The technical result of Lemma 3.2 provides the main building block in the
construction of the following set of characterizations of nonnegative autonomous
behaviors.
Theorem 3.2. Let B  .Rq/ZC be an autonomous behavior, and let .A;C/ be an
n-dimensional and minimal realization of B. The following facts are equivalent:
(1) B is a nonnegative behavior;
(2) there exists a positive integer m and some matrix X0 2 Rnm such that
(2a) .A;X0/ is a reachable pair, and
(2b) CAtX0 > 0 for every t > 0;
(3) there exists a positive integer m and some matrix B 2 Rnm such that
(3a) .A;B;C/ is a minimal realization of its transfer matrix W.z/ VD C.zIn
−A/−1B; and
(3b) the Markov coefficients of W.z/; i.e., the coefficients Wt of the power series
expansion
P
t>0 Wt z
−t of W.z/; are all nonnegative matrices;
(4) there exists a proper A invariant coneK  Rn such that
K  x 2 Rn: CAtx > 0 8t > 0} : (3.2)
Proof. (1) , (2) B is a nonnegative behavior if and only if there exist trajectories,
say w1; w2; : : : ; wm, with nonnegative coefficients, such that B D B.w1; : : : ; wm/.
By Lemma 3.1, this is equivalent to saying that m vectors xi0 2 Rn, i D 1; 2; : : : ;m;
can be found, such that wi .t/ D CAtxi0 > 0, for every t 2 ZC and every i 2 f1; 2;
: : : ;mg, and .A;X0/ is a reachable pair, where X0 VD Tx10 j x20 j    j xm0 U. This last
statement is, in turn, equivalent to (2a) and (2b).
(2) , (3) As .A;C/ is a minimal realization for the autonomous behavior B, and
hence is an observable pair, the equivalence of (2) and (3) is straightforward.
(2) ) (4) SetK VD Cone.X0; AX0; A2X0; : : :/, which is the topological closure
(w.r.t. the topology of pointwise convergence) of the cone generated by the columns
of X0; AX0; A2X0; : : : Of course,K is, by definition, a closed, convex, A invariant
cone. Moreover, (2a) ensures thatK is solid.
To conclude the proof it will be enough to prove (3.2). Indeed, a cone K that
satisfies (3.2) is necessarily pointed, and hence putting together this property with
those previously remarked, proper. Observe that if v is a finite (nonnegative) combi-
nation of the columns ofK, then v D Pi2I AiX0ci for some finite set I and some
nonnegative vectors ci 2 RmC. As a consequence, by assumption (2b),
CAtv D CAt
 X
i2I
AiX0ci
!
D
X
i2I
CAtCiX0ci > 0:
This proves that v 2 fx 2 Rn: CAtx > 0 8t > 0g: On the other hand, if v is inK and
it cannot be expressed as a finite (nonnegative) combination of the columns ofK,
then v D limn!C1 vn; for some sequence of vectors fvngn>0, each of them being
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a finite (nonnegative) combination of the columns of K. So, for any t 2 ZC, the
fact that condition CAt vn > 0 holds for every n ensures that CAtx > 0. Therefore,
K  fx 2 Rn: CAtx > 0 8t > 0g:
(4) ) (2) AsK is a solid cone, n linearly independent vectors, say x10; x20; : : : ; xn0,
can be found inK. Of course, X0 VD Tx10 j x20 j    j xn0U is nonsingular square, and
hence, of course, .A;X0/ is a reachable pair. Finally, (3.2) ensures that CAtX0 > 0
for every t > 0, and hence also (2b) holds true. 
The above characterization leads the way to further insights into the meaning
of nonnegativity for autonomous behaviors. It is well known that an autonomous
behavior B  .Rq/ZC is a finite-dimensional vector subspace of .Rq /ZC , whose di-
mension coincides with the dimension of a minimal realization of B. In fact, it is
immediately seen that, under the minimality (namely, observability) assumption on
the pair .A;C/, there exists a bijective correspondence between the set of behavior
trajectories and the (vector) space Rn of initial conditions x.0/. We now aim to intro-
duce the positive part of a behavior B, namely, the set BC of nonnegative trajectories
of the behavior, and relate the nonnegativity of B to the algebraic properties of its
positive part and to the set XC of initial conditions corresponding (by means of
.A;C/) to the trajectories of BC.
Definition 3.3. Given a behavior B  .Rq/ZC , we call the positive part of B, and
denote it by BC, the set of all nonnegative trajectories in B, namely,
BC VD B \ .RqC/ZC : (3.3)
If, in addition, B is autonomous and .A;C/ is an n-dimensional realization of B,
we denote by XC the set of all initial conditions that generate, by means of the
realization .A;C/, all the trajectories in BC, i.e.,
XC VD

x.0/ 2 Rn: CAtx.0/ > 0 8t 2 ZC
}
:
The positive part of a behavior, BC and the set XC admit interesting algebraic
characterizations, whose proofs can be obtained by directly verifying the definitions
of the properties involved.
Proposition 3.4. Given a behavior B  .Rq/ZC; its positive part, BC; is a convex
and pointed cone in .Rq/ZC; and it is closed (w.r.t. to the topology of the pointwise
convergence). Furthermore, if B is autonomous and .A;C/ is an n-dimensional
realization of B; XC is, in turn, a convex, pointed and closed cone in Rn.
We have the following characterization.
Theorem 3.5. Given an autonomous behavior B  .Rq/ZC; let BC be its positive
part and let .A;C/ be an n-dimensional and minimal realization of B. The following
facts are equivalent:
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(i) B is a nonnegative behavior;
(ii) B is the smallest (linear, left shift-invariant and complete) behavior having BC
as its positive part;
(iii) BC generates an n-dimensional real vector space in .Rq/ZCI
(iv) the setXC of initial conditions to which correspond, by means of the realization
.A;C/; the nonnegative behavior trajectories is a proper cone.
Proof. (i) ) (ii) Suppose, by contradiction, that there exists a behavior B1, properly
included in B, having BC as positive part. Then, of course, for every m and every
choice of m nonnegative trajectories wi , i D 1; 2; : : : ;m; the behavior B.w1; : : : ;
wm/ would be included in the smallest behavior having BC as its positive part, and
hence B.w1; : : : ; wm/  B1  B. Thus, B could not be nonnegative.
(ii) ) (iii) Assume, by contradiction, that the vector space, span.BC/, generated
(over R) by the trajectories of BC (equivalently, the smallest vector space including
BC) has dimension d < n. It is not hard to see that span.BC/ is, in turn, an au-
tonomous behavior having BC as positive part. Since its dimension is d, it cannot
coincide with B, and hence B is not the smallest behavior having BC as its positive
part.
(iii) ) (i) If BC generates an n-dimensional vector space, it follows that
there exist n linearly independent trajectories in BC. If we denote by xi0, i D
1; 2; : : : ; n; the corresponding initial conditions, the n-dimensional square matrix
X0 VD Tx10 x20    xn0U makes (2a) and (2b) in Theorem 3.2 satisfied. Consequently,
B is nonnegative.
(iii) , (iv) It is easily seen that span.BC/ coincides with the set of behavior
trajectories generated by the state-space model
x.t C 1/ D Ax.t/ w.t/ D Cx.t/; t 2 ZC;
corresponding to initial conditions, x.0/, belonging to the vector space span.XC/.
Therefore, BC generates an n-dimensional vector space if and only if span.XC/ D
Rn, namely,XC is a solid, and hence proper, cone. 
Remark. Given an autonomous behavior B, the trajectories of BC are biuniquely
related (by means of a nonnegative realization) to the convex, pointed and closed
cone XC in Rn. Thus, the nonnegativity of B corresponds to the fact that such a
cone XC is a solid one, or, in a sense, is “large” in Rn, just as the nonnegativity of
B means that the set BC is rich enough to carry on all the information about B. We
want to better understand this fact by means of a pair of examples.
Example 1. Consider the scalar autonomous behavior B D ker.r. //, where r.z/ D
.z − 2/.z − 1/ D z2 − 3z C 2. The trajectories of B are, of course, the (real-val-
ued) sequences w D fw.t/gt2ZC satisfying w.t C 2/ D 3w.t C 1/ − 2w.t/ for every
t 2 ZC. It is easily seen that every trajectory in B is uniquely determined by its
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values for t D 0 and t D 1, and hence there is a bijective correspondence between
trajectories of B and points of R2. It is also easy to verify that the trajectory sample
at time t can be expressed as w.t/ D nt .w.1/ − w.0// C w.1/, where fnt gt2ZC is a
diverging sequence, as t goes to C1. This ensures that w is a nonnegative behavior
trajectory if and only if w.0/ > 0, w.1/ > 0 and w.1/ > w.0/. So, the set of initial
values of w.t/, for t D 0; 1; to which corresponds a nonnegative behavior trajectory
is the set
.w.0/;w.1// 2 R  R: w.1/ > w.0/ > 0};
and the set BC generates a two-dimensional vector space. A minimal realization of
B is given, for instance, by the pair
A D

0 1
−2 3

; C D  1 0 :
The set fx: CAt x > 0 8t 2 ZCg coincides with R2C, and hence a proper A invari-
ant coneK  R2C is the (polyhedral) cone
K VD

x1
x2

2 R2: x2 > x1 > 0

;
generated by the two vectors T1 1UT and T0 1UT.
Indeed, B is a nonnegative behavior as B D B.w1/, where w1 is the nonnegative
sequence defined as w1.t/ D 2tC1 − 1 for t 2 ZC.
Example 2. Consider the scalar autonomous behavior B D ker.r. //, where r.z/ D
.z C 2/.z − 1/ D z2 C z − 2. The trajectories of B are the (real-valued) sequences
w D fw.t/gt2ZC satisfying w.t C 2/ D −w.t C 1/ C 2w.t/ for every t 2 ZC. Again,
the behavior trajectories are uniquely determined by their values for t D 0 and t D 1,
and the trajectory sample at time t can be expressed:
 for t even, as w.t/ D nt .w.1/ − w.0// C w.1/, where fnt gt2ZC is a diverging
sequence, as t goes to C1;
 for t odd, as w.t/ D mt.w.0/ − w.1// C w.0/, where fmt gt2ZC is a diverging
sequence, as t goes to C1.
This, therefore, implies that w is a nonnegative behavior trajectory if and only if
w.0/ D w.1/ > 0. So, the set of initial conditions to which corresponds a nonnega-
tive behavior trajectory is the set
.w.0/;w.1// 2 R  R: w.1/ D w.0/ > 0};
and the set BC generates a one-dimensional vector space. A minimal realization of
B is given by
A D

0 1
2 −1

; C D [ 1 0 ] :
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Again, we have that fx: CAtx > 0 8t 2 ZCg D R2C, and it is not hard to prove that
no proper A invariant cone K  R2C exists. Consequently, B is not a nonnegative
behavior.
4. Scalar autonomous behaviors
In this section, we aim to focus our attention on the scalar autonomous case. As
a first step, it may be interesting to show how the characterization given by Nie-
uwenhuis in Theorem 14 of [13], for scalar autonomous behavior, can be easily ob-
tained as an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.2. Indeed, if B D ker.r. //, with
r.z/ 2 RTzU, is a scalar autonomous behavior, it entails no loss of generality assum-
ing that r.z/ is monic, and hence can be represented as r.z/ D zn C rn−1zn−1 C
   C r0. A minimal realization of B is given by the (observable) pair
A D
2
6666664
0 1 0
0 0 1 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. 0
1
−r0 −r1 −r2 −rn−1
3
7777775
; C D  1 0    0 
(with A in companion form [9]). The operator P introduced in [13] and acting on the
vectors of Rn as follows:
P V Rn ! Rn
V
2
664
v1
v2
:::
vn
3
775 7!
2
664
v2
v3
:::
−Pn−1iD0 rivi
3
775 ;
corresponds, in fact, to the (left) product by the matrix A, namely, P.v/ D Av, for
every v 2 Rn. So, since C D [1 0    0], it is immediately seen that condition (4)
in Theorem 3.2 becomes equivalent to the fact that there exists a proper A invariant
coneK  RnC, or, in other words, a coneK  RnC such that P.K/ K. This way
we have proved the following result.
Proposition 4.1 T13U. Let B D ker.r. //; with r.z/ D zn C rn−1zn−1 C    C r0 2
RTzU; be a scalar autonomous behavior and let P be the operator acting on the
vectors of Rn as follows:
P V Rn ! Rn
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V
2
664
v1
v2
:::
vn
3
775 7!
2
664
v2
v3
:::
−Pn−1iD0 rivi
3
775 :
B is a nonnegative behavior if and only if there exists a proper coneK  RnC such
that P.K/ K.
The fact that, in the scalar case, an autonomous behavior B D ker.r. // is non-
negative if and only if the matrix A (in companion form) having r.z/ as characteristic
polynomial leaves a proper coneK  RnC invariant allows us to get further insights
into the algebraic properties of r.z/. In fact, it is well known [2] that an n  n matrix
A leaves a proper cone K (included in Rn, but not necessarily in RnC) invariant if
and only the following two conditions (known as Perron–Schaefer conditions) hold:
(a) the spectral radius of A, .A/, is an eigenvalue of A;
(b) any other eigenvalue  of A, with jj D .A/, deg  6 deg .A/, namely, the
size of the largest Jordan block corresponding to  in the Jordan form of A is not
bigger than the largest Jordan block corresponding to .A/.
This important characterization allows us to obtain the following necessary condition
for a scalar autonomous behavior to be nonnegative.
Proposition 4.2. Let B D ker.r. //; with r.z/Dzn C rn−1zn−1 C    C r0 2 RTzU;
be a scalar autonomous behavior. If B is a nonnegative behavior, then the following
two conditions (that we will call “extended Perron–Schaefer conditions”) hold true:
(i) r.z/ has a positive real root ; whose modulus is greater than or equal to the
modulus of any other root of r.z/; namely,  > jj for any other  such that
r./ D 0I
(ii) any root  of r.z/; with jj D ; has multiplicity ./ not greater than the mul-
tiplicity ./ of .
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if the matrix A that leaves a proper coneK  RnC
invariant is given by
A D
2
6666664
0 1 0
0 0 1 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. 0
1
−r0 −r1 −r2 −rn−1
3
7777775
;
then the Perron–Schaefer conditions become equivalent to (i) and (ii). In fact, as A
is in companion form, and hence its Jordan form has a single Jordan block for every
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eigenvalue, then for every  2 .A/ deg  coincides with the multiplicity of  in
DA.z/ D det.zIn − A/. Finally, upon noticing that DA.z/ coincides with r.z/, if we
assume  VD .A/, points (a) and (b) immediately give (i) and (ii). 
Example 1 (continues). It is immediate to realize that r.z/ has a positive real zero
 D 2, of multiplicity 1, which is strictly dominant and hence fulfills conditions (i)
and (ii).
Example 2 (continues). In this case, the maximum modulus zero of r.z/ is negative
(i.e., −2), and hence r.z/ does not fulfill condition (i).
In general, Proposition 4.2 provides only a necessary condition for the nonneg-
ativity of a scalar autonomous behavior, which amounts to saying that we cannot
guarantee that when a polynomial r.z/ satisfies the extended Perron–Schaefer con-
ditions, the autonomous behavior ker.r. // is nonnegative. Nevertheless, these two
conditions are of a certain interest. In fact, when r.z/ does not fulfill them, we can
suitably remove a minimal set of (negative or complex-valued) zeros of r.z/ so as
to obtain the divisor of r.z/ of maximum degree which fulfills the extended Perron–
Schaefer conditions. More in details, such a divisor is obtained by first removing the
zeros of r.z/, whose modulus is greater than the modulus of , the greatest nonneg-
ative real zero of r.z/, and then by reducing to ./ the multiplicities of all those
zeros  of r.z/ having jj D  and ./ > ./. It turns out that if we denote by
r.z/ such a divisor, then the positive part of ker.r. // coincides with the positive
part of ker.r. //.
Theorem 4.3. Let B D ker.r. //; with r.z/ (monic) in RTzU; be a scalar autono-
mous behavior. Consider the set f 2 RC: r./ D 0g and, in case it is nonempty,
set
 VD maxf 2 RC: r./ D 0g;
and let ./ denote the multiplicity of  as a zero of r.z/. Set, also,
p.z/ VD
Y
: r./D0
jj>
.z − /./
Y
: r./D0
jjD; ./>./
.z − /./−./;
and correspondingly define
r.z/ VD r.z/
p.z/
:
Upon assuming B VD ker.r. //; we have that the positive part of B coincides
with the positive part of B; namely,
B \ .RC/ZC D B \ .RC/ZC :
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Proof. Of course, r.z/ j r.z/, and hence B  B and also B \ .RC/ZC  B \
.RC/ZC : So, we are remained to show that every nonnegative trajectory in B belongs
to B. If .A;C/ denotes, as usual, an n-dimensional and minimal realization of B,
we can make, as in the proof of Proposition 4.2, the following remarks:
 DA.z/ D r.z/;
 A is cyclic, and hence if  is a zero of multiplicity ./ D k, the state-space model
exhibits the (possibly complex valued) elementary modes:
t ;

t
1

t−1; : : : ;

t
k − 1

t−kC1I
 as the pair .A;C/ is observable, the behavior trajectories fw.t/gt>0 can be ex-
pressed as (nontrivial) linear combinations of all the elementary modes of A.
If w is a nonnegative trajectory in B, then it can be expressed as
wD
X
: r./D0; p./ =D0
iD0;1;:::;./−1
ci

t
i

t−i
C
X
: r./ =D0; p./D0
iD0;1;:::;./−1
ci

t
i

t−i
C
X
: r./D0; p./D0
iD0;1;:::;./−1
ci

t
i

t−i :
Consider the identity
0 D r. /w D p./r. /w:
If w would not be in B D ker.r. //, then there would be a nonzero coefficient ci
corresponding either (case 1) to some zero  which annihilates only p.z/, or (case
2) to some zero  which annihilates both p.z/ and r.z/ (and hence is negative or
complex-valued with jj D ) and to some index i > ./. In both cases, the asymp-
totic dynamics of the trajectory w could be approximated by a family of elementary
modes of the type
(
t
i

t−i , corresponding to some negative or complex valued , and
without the presence of the mode
(
t
i
jjt−i . Consequently, the nonnegativity of w
would be contradicted. 
Remark. The previous theorem entails a certain number of interesting consequenc-
es. As a first thing, if r.z/ is devoid of nonnegative real zeros (which amounts to
saying that p.z/ D r.z/ and hence r.z/ D 1), then the only nonnegative trajectory
in B is the zero trajectory.
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Moreover, it is worthwhile noticing that Proposition 4.2, which has been inde-
pendently proved, can also be viewed as an immediate corollary of Theorem 4.3. In
fact, it is immediately seen that if r.z/ does not satisfy the extended Perron–Schaefer
conditions, then there exists a behavior B VD ker.r. //, properly included in B,
having BC as its positive part. By Theorem 3.5, then, this rules out the possibility
that B is a nonnegative behavior.
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